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Zoom Call: Catherine, Sean, Nooby, Paje, Ali, Kelly, Amy Einstein, Amy Maki, McKenzie 

Review of inclusivity statement and discuss 5 year plan and how to implement this and take action. 
Changing language to take out Portland and put in Oregon, in order to include the whole state. 

Next step: putting it on the website on the front page. 

ACTION: Post meeting survey to ask all board members to agree upon including Black Lives Matter 
support. Align the website update with an e-mail out to all members. 

Discuss the inclusivity and diversity committee and have it be a part of the growth and outreach 
committee. (This would be the part of the 5 year plan). Redefining those goals and creating a plan and 
creating a structure for it to be successful. 

5 year plan discussion: 

Growth: 

Trylax 

Regional support 

Current membership support: Mentorship- coach support, board support, financial support 

How to be a successful program 

How to support 10 high schools to get to 50 for OSAA 

PE classes, coach symposium 

It was discussed and which direction we went for what reasons. 

Transfer policy and officials getting trained (jamboree) we are excited to get sanctioned but that 
emerging is not sanctioning. We did not feel like this was the right time to go back to OSAA with all 
things considered including pandemic. 

Board idea: Perhaps reserving 1 or 2 spots for board members from outlying areas 

Under growth: doing 2-3 parent sessions a year 

Rule of 5: revisiting this because of the current situation. I tis important to communicate this to our 
community. What do we want to know about the rule of 5? If we are comparing ourselves to other 
sports. We want to get engagement from the members. Get community buy it so that the rule will be 
more successful. 

ACTION: to make a google form. A survey to coaches an managers also having the league reps follow up 
with coaches. 

ACTION: Cancelation of moratorium week announcement in e-mail. 

Board turn-over: Sean, Nooby and Catherine are set to roll off. Nooby to review rules regarding a 
member vote. Due to COVID and we didn’t have a season we could extend the board membership. We 
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do currently have two positions. Talk about staggering positions so that turnover is 
more even. Reshaping those board terms. 

Action: Nooby to research amendment to bylaws to allow for one-year extension for board terms. Board 
or member vote? 

Retreat topic: Talk about memorial for lost players. Moment of silence at playoffs or something of that 
nature. 

ACTION: Ali to talk to Lauren about anything OGLA can support family of Sofie Olsen. 

 


